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NANHAAGYANNANHAAGYAN
  FOUNDATIONFOUNDATION

O U R  M I S S I O N
To establ ish  a  foundat ion for  a  society
where  every  smi le  i s  real .

O U R  V I S I O N
A harmonious  society  i s  a  cumulat ive  result
of  smal l  act ions  by  k ind and compass ionate
people .

OUR VALUESOUR VALUES

S I M P L I C I T Y

B E L I E F

K I N D N E S S  &  C O M P A S S I O N

Because a l l  great  th ings  are  general ly
s imple .

Sometimes  people  need someone e lse  to
bel ieve  in  them,  so  that  they  can bel ieve  in
themselves .

Because  some problems can be ident i f ied
and solved by  k indness  and compass ion .



GAYATRI 
BHASKER 
Mangalore

Hello friends!

We are celebrating a lot of great things this time – Earth Hour,
World Wildlife Day, International Women’s Day, International
Day of Forests, International day of Happiness...

Wow, March seems like a very happening month!
 
Earth and Women have long been associated with each 
other – usually symbolizing the ability to create and nurture
life. We even address the environment around us as Mother
Earth, or Mother Nature, out of respect. 

On designated days, we thank women 
(Earth and the Human ones!) for –
always being there for us, 
loving us unconditionally, 
nurturing us selflessly,
being angry with us sometimes (remember volcanoes?),
yet forgiving us eventually.
 
Yes, we can't thank them enough, but we also need 
to start doing something for them!
 
I believe, on Women’s Day, every woman would want 
to get off the pedestal, put her feet up and just be! 
Don’t you think even Mother Earth would want to do so?

Let us all be a little more compassionate and considerate,
towards our lovely ladies! Both have a lot on their shoulders,
let us share their load and make their lives a tad bit easier! 
Let us celebrate them every day! 
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HAPPENINGS ATHAPPENINGS AT  
NANHAAGYANNANHAAGYAN

I was very nervous and anxious
as I had my exams the next day.
But after just a few minutes into

the session, I felt more calm. 
By the end of the session, I felt
more calm and confident. I am
very grateful to have been able

to attend this course!
After the session, I felt
calm and composed,
as I learnt many new

techniques for writing
exams!

Workshop : Rubik's Cube Free Introductory Session

Workshop : Exam Phobia Buster Session

Shivaji Maharaj Storytelling Competition

Rubik's cubes aid in cognitive development, and help boost
speed, concentration and logical abilities! Pallavi Chaudhary
offered a chance for children and adults to imbibe these very
crucial qualities, that too, for free! 

Intriguing! And the bit 
about checking for defective 

pieces - had absolutely no 
idea! The session was

 definitely good 😍

Thanks for the Rubik's cube
session...We were looking for a

class for our daughter for it.
She is so keen to solve it and I
want to see her smile when

she does that some day!

Rommal Surana and Shikha Agarwal devised this workshop
to allow children to confront their fears and perform
exceptionally, by sharing some really useful strategies to
keep their calm, retain what they've learnt and beat exam
fear!

What better way to commemorate Shivaji Jayanti than to
revive stories of his glory and valour in the words of little
children? We received a very positive response from our
young readers who participated in large numbers and were
all decked up, eagerly narrating their favorite instances from
his life that inspired them. The winners of this competition
were...1



Ages 3 - 5

Aarna Anupriya
 Kunal Gotawade

Vasundhara Maheshraje
 Bhonsale

Ages 10 - 14

Himanshu Bhandare

Ages 6 - 9

Anvi Saini
Vedant Bharat Sinh

Barad

Join our Facebook Group - Nanha Gyan Healthy Minds for 
more info on latest workshops, live sessions & competitions!
Upcoming Events - April Carnival for Neuro Diverse Children, 
                                    Poetry Competition on theme 'Water' 2

Aaditi Namdev Kawale Utkarsh Devsarkar Riddhish Patil

Shreeram Ganesh
 Sonawane 

Anushree Rajput
Rajnandini Digambar

 Bhonsale
Prachiti Khatal



With every teaching opportunity that presented itself, she
found a way to grow with it. She never gave up, and pursued
formal courses to aid her, while actively taking tuitions or
classes at schools. 

After amassing 20 years of experience working with children
of all ages, she is now the founder president of a promising
Pre School.

She founded the Future Priide Inclusive Pre School with Day
Care and Activities, 3 years ago, with a vision to help children
flourish into confident, competent and happy individuals, 
 She also offers coaching up to 10th Grade. 

She was once approached by a worried couple who were
unable to find admissions at any schools nearby, for their
neuro diverse child. But Mrs. Asmita offered them a ray of
hope and inducted their child in her school. With patience
and compassion, she and her faculty helped the child
settle down and soon she was smiling and making eye

"When a child comes to my doorstep; hoping to get
an education, I do not turn him away due to his
economic background, or learning difficulties.
Education is for all."

While pursuing a successful career in
pharmacy, Mrs. Asmita Vaidya had to
make a tough choice that many
Indian women face - to leave her job
and get completely involved in her
children's upbringing and studies. 

Cover Story - ASMITA VAIDYA
Founder - President of Anishan Educational Institute,

Veerbhadra Nagar, Baner, Pune

1st March
Zero

Discrimination
Day

She resolutely went ahead and began 
her journey in Education.

8th March
International 

Women's 
Day

3



contact with her teacher!

Similarly, one of the 'Maushis' (helpers at school), came up to
her regarding her grandson's admission. Without worrying
about societal divides, Mrs. Asmita enrolled this child as well.  

Based on their background and learning ability, children are
taught differently. The school follows the Finland Montessori
pattern with CBSE curriculum, as well as the State Board
format. 

The school hosts a Role Play Area (with Bank, Dispensary,
Dolls house, ATM, Garage setups). In the Montessori Room,
cognitive skills and mindful games are taught for overall
development. Vedic enhancement occurs through Shlokas,
meditation, breathing exercises and Surya Namaskar. Early
Reading is specially encouraged through the various books
and visual aids at the school library.

For Enquiries - email futurepriide.anishan@gmail.com
 or +919518380322/+919881120471

"We are working towards helping children become the YES
generation, developing their skills to follow their hearts and
minds without feeling pressured. 
Y - Young and Lively
E - Energetic and Enthusiastic 
S - Stress and Fear Free"

"Women have to play many roles in their lives. But they
have to remember to also follow their dreams. If they
really set their hearts to it, they can achieve what they
aspire for!" 

We appreciate Mrs. Asmita's never-give-up attitude, and the
will to make Education available and inclusive for all, without
any discrimination! She's an inspiring woman of substance!

4
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A chance school trip to a mental health
care center, a few years ago, changed
Aastha Parikh's views about life. 
 
As she read more about psychological
disorders, she realized that the stigma
around mental health was really
concerning.

The pandemic was a trying time for
everyone, and she felt that along with
physical health, people need to focus on
their mental health as well. She wanted
to do something to make at least a tiny
difference in someone’s life. 

Thanks to her experience at school
leadership programs, the now 12th
grader at Symbiosis, has been able to
build a team of like minded young
people. Together, they spread awareness
through social media platforms and also 

Cover Story - AASTHA PARIKH
Founder of "The Doorknob", a non profit youth

organization working to destigmatize* mental health. 

conduct interactive workshops in schools and colleges
regarding mental health first aid. 

Their content is designed for absolutely anyone who wants to
learn about mental health, and inculcate better self-help
strategies. They understand the underrated struggles of the
phase of adolescence, and discuss many problems regarding
the same. 

Their workshops are cathartic sessions where all can 
voice their opinions, without being judged. 

“We can never know what inner battles are being
fought behind a closed door, unless we turn the

knob and look. " 

*destigmatize - to remove associations of shame or disgrace from

8th March
International 

Women's 
Day

5



They debunk myths, and tell people about various steps they
can take to help someone who is struggling with their mental
health. Here are some suggestions for parents of teenagers - 

IF YOU NOTICE YOUR CHILD BEING UNEASY
Talk to your child about his problems, instead assuming anything.

Pay attention to what he/she is telling you.

If she needs privacy, give her privacy. Wait till she's ready to talk.

If he seeks professional help, guide him to the right person. 

TOP 5 OBSTACLES ADOLESCENTS FACE TODAY
Self-image & body-image issues owing to social media..

Peer pressure and social anxiety.

Pressure of academic excellence.

Social taboos about relationships and casual dating.

Substance abuse disorders.

HOW TO BUILD TRUST WITH YOUR CHILD
Teach them the meaning of honesty, and always encourage it.

Be careful about your reactions when your child confronts you.

Let them take calculated risks, and help them build competence.

Don't compare your child with others, it hugely impacts trust.

Treat your child like an individual who is allowed to have his/her
opinions. They will feel welcome to share more with you.

"Psychology should be a subject at school. It
teaches you how to maximize your potential, 

build resilience and be the best version of yourself." thedoorknob._

Mould them into conscientious adults, instead of trying 
to discipline them.

Give the same importance to their mental health, as you do 
to their physical health. 

Aastha is a great example of how young people have the
ability to transform themselves, as well as the community
around them. At a young age, she's not only empathetic
towards the struggles people face; she even took resolute
action to make a difference. We are sure this impressive
young achiever will make great strides in normalizing mental
health support!

6



HEALING CORNERHEALING CORNER

HEAL
FOUNDATION

Chennai
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20th March
International

Day of
Happiness

I OBSERVE, I WONDER...
Sit anywhere with your little 
ones and look around...

Talk about the little wonders 
around...what happens, and why!

Find joys in the little moments 
of life!

MINDFUL PARENTING
Situation : You are visibly upset about something and 
your child comes to enquire

The theme of International Day of Happiness 
for the current year 2022 is - 

 
Keep Calm, Stay Wise, Be Kind!

 

Your Impulsive Reaction : 
(Hesitant! You are not comfortable to share your feelings).
"Nothing has happened to me. Go and play..."

Your Mindful Response : 
(Children understand when we are not ok. 
Don't lie to them).
"Hey! I am feeling upset right now. Why don't you give me a
hug or sit with me? Maybe I can talk to you...."

It's ok to not be ok sometimes, but it's not ok to mask our
feelings. When parents manage and express their everyday
emotions better, children grow up being more emotionally
resilient, expressive and in-control of their everyday
emotions too. 

https://internationaleventday.com/event/international-day-of-happiness/


Teach them using cue cards about saving water & electricity
like "close the tap", "switch off the light in the room".

8

Here are some tips to teach neuro-diverse 
children about conserving our planet -

Give them activities like sorting papers,
plastic bottles, organic waste, glass
material using visual cues.

Show them flash cards
labelled Dustbin, Plastic
Bottles, Paper etc. because
they are extraordinary
visual learners.

Explorative play - Teach your child 
how to grow a plant in the pot!

Give them some sensory play
experience while handling mud,
seeds and saplings.

Play memory games - Use a sequence story to explain 
putting trash in the dustbin!

ANURADHA TRIVEDI
Remedial Teacher

Pune

TEACHING CONSERVATION!TEACHING CONSERVATION!



Flexible Time Schedule - 

“An examination should be viewed as an
opportunity, not a life changing event.”

 Exercise and Eat Healthy -

Try solving mock exam questions on topics you’re less
confident with, to get more practice answering them.

EASE YOUR EXAM STRESS!EASE YOUR EXAM STRESS!

Tests & Exams can be a challenging part of
school life for children and parents alike. 

Here are some techniques to boost student
mental health and help fight anxiety to have 
a positive impact on their grades!

NEHHA KOTHARIE
Parenting Coach

All of us are guilty of spending time on social media, leaving
important things pending! To start with, set a rule to access
it for 30 minutes a day (not more!) so that you don't get
distracted.

Resist Social Media -
"Let me watch a few videos before I start studying..."

Exercise is a stress–buster as it fills your brain with happy 
hormones! Just a brisk walk or light workout is enough!
Eating healthy foods will make you feel fresh and active.

Take Mock Tests At Home -

Positive  affirmations can calm you down and reduce exam
stress. Repeat these to yourself several times a day.

- I’m becoming more focused. 
- I’m going to perform well in this exam.
- I have a sharp memory & I can easily understand & retain
whatever I study.
- Nothing can stop me from living the life of my dreams!

Use Positive affirmations -

Make a timetable based on your capacity for a day. Start
with an easy subject, then a hard one and your favorite
subject in the end! Plan a month in advance to fit in all
subjects.

9



River Kaveri took birth at Talakaveri in
Kodagu district, Karnataka - my hometown.
For Kodavas, a hill tribe nestled in the
Western Ghats, river Kaveri is not just a river,
but a lifeline and our Mother Goddess.

14th March
International
Day of Action

For Rivers

THE STORY OFTHE STORY OF  
RIVER KAVERIRIVER KAVERI

AIRA THIMMAIAH
Grade 2

Karwar, Karnataka

The traditional saree of Kodavas, is worn
with the pleats tucked in the back. Let us
see how river Kaveri is connected with this
saree style!

When this promise was not kept, Kaveri flowed as a raging
river with such force that the pleats of the sarees of the
Kodava women were swept from front to back! To this day,
the saree is worn with the pleats tucked behind!

In earlier days, this style of wearing the saree helped women
walk through the hilly terrain without the pleats getting in
the way.

Folk tales pass on wisdom from one generation to the next.

People lived in harmony with nature, using natural resources
and at the same time, protecting the environment that
helped them. Love for nature has been handed down the
ages, entwined with our culture and traditions.

Let us all take a pledge to keep our rivers clean, and give the
same respect to these life giving sources of water, that our
ancestors had for them.

Kavera, a great sage, prayed to Lord Brahma
for children. Brahma blessed him with
Lopamudra who was also known as Kaveri.
She married Sage Agastya on the condition
that he would not leave her alone at any
time. 

10



The Asian Elephant has been in Southwest
Asia for about 3 million years and most of
us have grown up listening to their stories. 

Unfortunately, we forgot to take care of
this gentle giant and in 1986, the Asian
Elephant was listed as endangered on the
International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) Red List.

Rigorous deforestation, volcanic eruptions,
forest fires and climatic changes,
agriculture, rural development,
urbanization and hydroelectric reservoirs
caused the loss of habitat to the Asian
Elephant.

Poaching for their ivory, skin, tail hair, and
meat and illegal wildlife trade is another
important reason affecting its population. 

There are less than 50,000 Asian Elephants
left. The only way to preserve this species is
to conserve it. 

Law enforcement should be improved to
prevent illegal hunting and trade. 

On a personal level, you can refuse to buy
ivory and contribute to save the animal. 

You can also support an organization that
works in many ways to conserve their
habitat, stop illegal poaching or build
natural sanctuaries for domesticated
elephants to live freely.

“Elephants are living treasures. Nature’s
gardeners. Nature’s great teachers.”

– Virginia McKenna OBE, Founder and
Trustee Born Free Foundation

3rd March
World Wildlife

Day
ASIAN ELEPHANTASIAN ELEPHANT

THE ENDANGERED SPECIES
TANU

DWIVEDI
Mumbai

11



Tigress Collarwali:
Collarwali was famously known
as the matriarch or Queen of
Pench. Having birthed 29 cubs,
she was touted to be the most
successful breeding tiger in all
of Pench. She was the
undisputed queen of the core
zone of Pench, until she was
moved to a smaller, safer area,
owing to her old age and
competition from another
tigress.

3rd March
World Wildlife

Day

MAJESTIC TIGERS IN OUR
NATIONAL PARKS

Langdi: 
Langdi, designated T20 by the
forest department, is a fierce
lioness dominating the south
western Kalapahad region and
two major waterholes of Pench.
Although born with a deformed
right leg, Langdi gained
notoriety for her hunting
abilities, and was once
documented tearing apart 
a male spotted deer 
by some tourists!

Tiger Surya:
Such is the presence of young
and ferocious Surya of the
Karhandla National Park that
none of the surrounding tigers
dare enter his territory. The
son of Maya, famously called
the Queen of Tadoba, he is
touted to be the most
aggressive one in Karhandla,
and is speculated to have
been responsible for the
deaths several of his
counterparts’ cubs!

Picture credits - Arafat Siddiqui, Wildlife Photographer, Nagpur 12



3rd March
World Wildlife

Day

“We don’t own the Earth, we belong to it. And we 
must share it with our wildlife.” 

– Steve Irwin (Australian zookeeper and conservationist)

World Wildlife Day helps us appreciate our diverse flora and fauna by
highlighting the numerous benefits their conservation brings us.
 
This year's theme is – ‘Recovering Key Species for Ecosystem Restoration’. 

The purpose of this initiative is to draw attention to critically endangered
species and to push for important discussions around their conservation
status and ways to implement measures for the same. At present, over
8000 species are critically endangered and nearly 30,000 are classified
under endangered species.

Of the given species below, which ones do you think are critically
endangered?

21st March
World Forestry

 Day

Orangutan Angora GoatGreat Green Macaw

Arctic Fox Hammerhead Shark Asiatic Cheetah

Red Panda African Wild Dog Bald Eagle13



FRIENDS OF THE FARMERS 

should use organic fertilizers which rejuvenate soil for use and
invite the amphibian species and other bio-diversities to live in
their habitat. 

20th March
World Frog

Day

DR. HAREESH JOSHY
Retd. HOD Zoology

Mangalore

There more than 350 species of frogs in India and 

Some frog slimes can be used as antibiotics!
Some frogs can become inactive (almost appear dead!)

Did you know? 

       around 1/3 are found in the Western Ghats!

      during hibernation and become active during spring time!

To address Frog bio-diversity loss, I got involved in Frog
identification and conservation work. Over the years, I have
identified 19 species and discovered 8 new species of frogs of
Western Ghats and published about them in International
Journals. 

One of the frogs is Euphlyctis
aloysii.The new species has been
named to honor the college backing
the research team - St. Aloysius, so
that the name will remain
permanently in the field of science.

As an appreciation, the
Department of Post
and Telegraphs of
Karnataka, 
released a First Day
cover of Euphlyctis
aloysii on 13-10-2019! 

SAVE OUR FROGS! Next time you're
on the road, remember to apply
brakes when you see a frog hopping
across the road. It is a small gesture,
but who knows if that frog is one of
the rarest species, probably moving
towards extinction? 14

Frogs are highly sensitive to changes in
the environment and can indicate the 
health of the ecosystem. Adult frogs and toads
can eat insects almost 5 times their body
weight, and thus keep disease causing insects
in check. Unfortunately, many don't survive due
to usage of pesticides and chemicals. Instead
of using chemical fertilizers and pesticides in
agriculture, farmers should use

                                       organic fertilizers which rejuvenate soil for
use and invite the amphibian species and other bio-diversities to
live in their habitat.



6

Do you know, the tiny house sparrows are thought to be the
"barometer of the ecosystem"? 

If you see them around often, it means that all is well with our
environment. Unfortunately, these birds are becoming harder  
to spot these days.

House Sparrows have been declared the "State Bird" of Delhi,
and even find mention in Ramayan, Guru Granth Sahib, Bible
and Quran! Seems like we have been friends with them for a
very long time!

Once their babies are born, sparrows feed them a special diet
of tasty and healthy insects and caterpillars to build their
immunity! Aren't they effective mosquito repellents for us
then?
 
These friendly birds love to live near us! They like to nest in
the cozy crevices they find around our houses or roofs. 

During the summer holidays, you can leave out some water
and grains for our little friends. You can even try making a DIY
nest for them and leave it in a safe corner. 

Don't forget to keep an ear out for their sweet cheep cheep
chirrups!

20th March
World Sparrow

Day SAVE OUR LITTLE FRIENDSSAVE OUR LITTLE FRIENDS

15



Puppetry has had a long-standing
significance in traditional forms of
entertainment in India. Drawing
parallels from traditional theater,

puppetry derives its themes from epics
and legends, with each of these
seemingly inanimate performers
assuming individual identities. 

 
Aside from its entertainment value,
puppet making has helped improve

mental and physical abilities in
differently abled children. A key motive

of the same is to sensitise children to
visual and verbal forms of beauty, and

through the aesthetic satisfaction it
imparts, it also enables personality

development in such children. 

21st March
World

Puppetry Day

Can you spot the different types of 
puppets that are found in India?

Kathputli, Rajasthan

Kundhei, Odisha

Gombeyatta, Karnataka

credits - http://ccrtindia.gov.in/puppetforms.php

Bommalattam, 
Tamil Nadu

Ravanachhaya,
Odisha

Putul Nautch,
 West BengalPavakoothu, Kerala Yampuri, Bihar 16

SPOT THE PUPPETS!SPOT THE PUPPETS!



The official Pi Day celebration time is 1:59 pm to make an appropriate 3.14159
when combined with the date.

14th March
Pi Day &

Einstein's
Birthday!

HAPPY Π DAY!

SPOT THE DIFFERENCES!17

'Pi Day' celebrates the mathematical constant pi (π)! 
It is celebrated on March 14 or 3/14, because the digits are 
the first three digits of π (3.14)!

It's also Albert Einstein's birthday! He is famous for devising
his theory of relativity, which revolutionized our
understanding of space, time, gravity, and the universe! 
Let us celebrate his birthday with a pie!

To work it out yourself - 
  a. Cut a cardboard circle of any diameter.
  b. Mark a point on the circumference with an    
      arrow.
  c. Roll the circle along a piece of paper like a 
      wheel, starting from the arrow, and ending
      at the arrow.

If you hold a mirror to a circle, it looks like a circle.
If you hold a mirror up to 3.14, it spells PIE!

   d. Measure the length covered by the circle, it is almost 3.14   
        times the diameter! 



Ever wondered where all the garbage collected from every
home ends up? Yes! It does end up in a Landfill. 

The hard truth is it doesn’t just decompose,
 or disappear. That will take years, and
harm all of us and our planet.

So what can we do to protect our environment?

REPURPOSE WITHREPURPOSE WITH
ORIGAMIORIGAMI

By doing simple things at
home, at school, work, or in
our neighborhood, we can
reduce waste, use less
energy, save money and
above all save our planet -
our HOME!

Let's look at the 4th 'R'! Out of the several ways one can
repurpose things at home, my favourite is Origami! It's a
Japanese art of paper folding and the things you can make
are endless! Use any magazine or newspaper sheet (square),
and try making this elephant!

SIMI D'SOUZA
Mangalore

18

The 5 Rs of Waste Management



CIVIL DEFENCE DAY QUIZ!CIVIL DEFENCE DAY QUIZ!
1st March

World Civil 
Defence Day!

World Civil Defence Day highlights the importance of knowing how
to defend oneself and calls on people to learn  skills to safeguard
themselves and others during accidents or natural disasters.

The International Civil Defense Organization aims to educate
civilians in planning, preparing, responding and evacuating
 in times of danger. Aside from that, it also honors civil protection
authorities who work tirelessly to ensure the 
safety and wellbeing of individuals in distress.

Check your preparedness here!

1.    Which of the following is not a natural disaster?

a. Flood  
b. Earthquake  
c. Volcanic Eruption  
d. Car Accident.

2.    The Bhopal Gas Tragedy is a type of:

a. Natural Disaster 
b. Man-made disaster 
c. None of these

3.    Which of these is NOT caused by disaster?

a. Destruction of homes 
b. Damage to the environment               
c. Displacement of populations 
d. A healthy and flourishing ecosystem

4.    Disaster management includes:

a. Reconstruction 
b. Mitigation 
c. Rehabilitation 
d. All of these

5.    In disaster management, relief measures usually involve:

a. Community action and administration   
b. Only Government action   
c. Military action   
d.  Only administration

19



Eat crunchy fruits and vegetables!
Limit sugary and acidic foods!
Drink more water!
Don’t neglect your tongue!
Brush properly!

World Oral Health Day is commemorated on 20th March
every year to emphasize the importance of oral cleanliness
and care.

To maintain oral health -

We have toothpastes and brushes, but what do sharks have?
And they have way more teeth too! They take help from the
"Cleaner Wrasse" fishes!

These little fish eat the parasites on sharks’ bodies, and also
any leftovers between their teeth - scoring a free meal right
under their noses!

Probably the shark is wise enough to know that the removal
of the parasites and leftover foodstuffs is good for its health.
Consequently, it lets the cleaner wrasse do its thing and then
live to tell the tale!

Many animals chew their fibre rich food for long, which
cleans their teeth! Animals also chew on sticks, barks, bones,
and grass to help clean their teeth after big meals! 

Since animal diets don’t contain acids or refined sugars, they
don’t need to worry about plaque and cavities like we do! 

Human diets are more carbohydrate-rich, leading to plaque
that can turn into cavities and decay if left untreated.

So, do take care of your pearly whites! They're precious!
Now open your mouth and say aaah! 

20th March
World Oral
Health Day

BE PROUD OFBE PROUD OF  
YOUR MOUTH!YOUR MOUTH!

HOW DO SHARKS CLEAN THEIR TEETH?HOW DO SHARKS CLEAN THEIR TEETH?

No Bad Breath

Healthy
Tongue

Strong Teeth

Healthy Gums

No
Cavities

Same Colored
Teeth

6 Signs Of Healthy Teeth!

20
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14th March
International
Day of Action

For Rivers

Part 1: Unscramble the following names of some important
rivers of India:

1. NUAMYA               ____________  
2. DARNAMA           ____________
3. ADOVARGI           ____________
4. HASNRIK              ____________ 
5. NAAHMIDA          ____________ 
6. AVKRIE                 ____________                  

Part 2: Now, can you match these rivers to their respective
descriptions, using the hints provided below?

1. Though I move west, my origin is
central, to the livelihood of two
very large states, my existence is
integral.

2. I share my name with an
important god, with a friend 
above and a friend below, 
together we form the southern
squad.

3. I come from the central east, 
my path is a crooked line, but to 
a state I’m its very lifeline.

RIVER TRIVIA!RIVER TRIVIA!

4. Out from a holy river I emerge, and though separate, at
some point we sure do merge.

5. From the very south, upwards I flow, and by my name,
many ladies you may know?

6. You may know me as the Ganga of the south despite my
birth in the north, creeping my way downwards, I flow right
into Andhra’s mouth.



A sea is closer to land than an ocean is, and in fact,
seas are typically along the margins of oceans, more 
or less forming parts of large oceans!

Did you know the world’s longest chain of mountains is   
actually underwater? It is called the Mid-Ocean Ridge 
and is far less explored than Mars or Venus!

The seas house more artefacts than all museums of the    
world combined!

The Pacific Ocean isn’t just the largest ocean in the 
world. It also has a record 25,000 islands within it, 
more than anywhere else on the Earth!

Quite interestingly, nearly three quarters of the Earth’s  
oxygen supply comes from the oceans.

Algae housing corals produce their own sunscreen! 
The corals fluoresce (shine), shielding algae from too   
much sunlight.

Oddly enough, about 90% of our planet’s volcanic 
activity happens underwater, typically in the 
South Pacific.

22nd March
World Water

Day DEEP SEA FACTS!DEEP SEA FACTS!
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Mind Boggling Facts on Oceans and Seas!
 

Wait, is there a difference? Of course there is! 

Boy, there sure are some sinister things brewing 
under those cool and pleasant ocean surfaces!

Answers for Quiz -
1.Narmada, 2.Krishna, 3.Mahanadi, 4.Yamuna , 5.Kaveri , 6.Godavari

 
Answers for Civil Defence Day : 1. D, 2. B, 3. D, 4. D, 5. A.

 



Heidi is based on the real-life adventures of Heidi Schwaller,
who grew up near Chur in the Swiss Alps. 

The author, Johanna Spyri, grew up in rural Switzerland and
her love for nature is apparent in the way she describes
Heidi’s surroundings. The crisp mountain air, the strikingly
blue sky, the rolling green grass, the cold icy mountain range
are rendered with such beauty that it transcends the reader
right into the Alps.

The story is of an orphan who has been sent to live with her
grandfather high up in the Alps. The two of them are
sequestered with only their goats for company. 

But Heidi is a plucky little girl. She is loving and charming and
gets her gruff grandfather to change into a smiling man who
looks years younger than he really was. 

Heidi is as much an appreciation of the unadulterated beauty
of nature as it is a story of resilience. Resilience shown by
Heidi in the face of change, resilience shown by Klara to
overcome her disability, and resilience shown by the animals
and birds who thrive despite the harsh winters of the Swiss
Alps.

Heidi is a classic that surpasses time. It can be enjoyed by
adults and children alike. The book is also made into anime
called Heidi, Girl of the Alps which was my first introduction
to the classic. The beautiful animations by the early creators
of Studio Ghibli do justice to the story. It brings tears and
laughter in equal measures and leaves you with a full heart. 

Dr. ANANYA MADIYAL
Book Blogger

Mangalore

BOOK REVIEWBOOK REVIEW
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Heidi 
by Johanna Spyri

Genre: Middle-Grade Classic
First Publication: 1880



JAIMIN HARKHANI
Grade 8

S N Kansagara School
Rajkot

Mother Earth - 
Green and blue,
My planet I love.
There are eagles, tigers and deer,
And my favourite, the dove.

Mother Earth is intact,
Since many millennia, my friend,
She has been long suffering,
And thankfully hasn't yet met her end.

Even though our Earth,
Is a beautiful place, without question,
Ever since modernisation happened,
It has gradually moved to a great
depression.

Humans, yes, us humans,
Are polluting Earth at an 
alarming rate,
If we don't stop this now,
Our Earth will soon meet her fate.

So let us stop this destruction,
And conserve our planet Earth,
Since if it weren't there,
None of us would have taken birth.

POETS' NOOKPOETS' NOOK  

BURHANUDDIN 
M. DHARIWALA

Grade 3 C
Vidyashilp Public High School

Pune

The world is blue,
The land is green 
and it's free.

We wish to fly, 
in the sky.

Lalalalalala...

We breathe the 
air around us,
Keep the earth 
clean for us.

The earth is our 
best friend,
This is not the end.

Lalalalalala...

21st March
World Poetry

Day
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BUDDING ARTISTSBUDDING ARTISTS
HRIDA SHANKAR

UKG

AADHIRA DWIVEDI
Grade 3

R N Podar school
 Mumbai 

AIDEN D'SOUZA
Grade 1

Manipal School
Mangalore

ANUSHA MANDPE
Grade 2,

Clara Global school,
Pune
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MUFADDAL 
M. DHARIWALA

Grade 2
Vidyashilp Public 

High School
Pune

BURHANUDDIN M.
DHARIWALA

Grade 3 C
Vidyashilp Public 

High School
Pune
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SUMEDH RANJANKAR
Grade 1

Swami Vivekananda 
International school

Amalner 

P SAI GAUTHAM MURARI
U.K.G.

Intellitots
Rajahmundry

Answer to puzzle on
Puppets of India

Clock Time
Picture behind the lady
Lollipop in the cat's hand
The stems on the apples are missing
Sunflower on the girl's shorts
Purple and blue design near the girl
Color of the tree outside the window
Candy wrapper is different

Spot The Difference Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.



26th March
Earth Hour

8:30 PM

EARTH HOUR
Turn off all non-essential electrical lights from 8:30 PM to
9:30 PM.

Use this "downtime" to learn more about our incredible
planet, the challenges we face, and what we need to do
to turn things around.

Try to imagine how life used to be - before electricity,
internet and mobile phones! 

Let us stand together in solidarity during Earth Hour!

 

Saturday, 26 March 2022
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM
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Kid's Galaxy Magazine presents - 
A Poetry Competition with the theme - "Water"  
to commemorate both 
World Poetry Day  and 
World Water Day ! 

To participate:
⭐ 1. Register on the below link 
https://forms.gle/JbZAhL5xwUoFDdLu7 
for the age group 6 to 14 years

⭐ 2. Google Pay/Paytm 
Rs.150/registration charges 
to Rommal Surana.

⭐ 3. Upload - 
a. Your poem (written neatly)
b. Your picture
c. Name, Grade, School, City 

to our Nanhagyan Healthy Minds FB group, using the below hashtags 
#nanhagyan, #NGFKidsGalaxyMagazine, #KGMPoetry2022.

Please note the above details are compulsory, to avoid disqualification.29

⭐ Important Dates : 
Last Date of

Registration/Submission :
24th March

Declaration of Results : 
27th March

 
Do participate to win

exciting prizes!



We are inviting entries from children and
 grown-ups  for our April Edition!

 
Since  April is Autism Awareness month, our theme is

Celebrating Inclusion!
 

We would love to hear from you about how you find
similarities among all the different people 

you see around you!
 

There are a lot of interesting days we celebrate in April, you
can write about those too!

 
Send in your entries to kidsgalaxymagazine@gmail.com 

along with your Full Name, Grade, School Name, City 
and your photograph!

 
Last Date for Submission : 1st April 2022

Theme for 
April 2022 Edition!

Nanhaagyan's Kid's Galaxy Magazine
Founder : Rommal Surana  

 Editor : Gayatri Bhasker
                      Content :  Afrah Iqbal, Gayatri Bhasker

Layout : Gayatri Bhasker
For any feedback/queries/advertising, please contact :
kidsgalaxymagazine@gmail.com or call - 6364264522.
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